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Abstract. Greening has been promoted to improve the living conditions in urban environments. Quantification of greenery is an important issue to identify the criteria for stakeholders in the process of
greening. This research focuses on the quantification of visible greenery ratio which is defined as the amount of greenery in the field of vision. Some measurement methods of visible greenery ratio have been
already proposed. However, the quantification process is usually time
consuming and prone to human errors due to manual operations by using an image processing software. Therefore, in this research, the authors developed an automated measurement system based on image
processing technology for the efficient visible greenery ratio measurement. In the verification experiment, the proposed method
achieved similar results for extracted pixels of green areas as the traditional manual method, with decreased calculation time. Furthermore,
in addition to measuring the current ratio of greenery, this system can
visualize possible future changes in visible greenery by adding planting (landscape) design models in an Augmented Reality (AR) environment. Using the proposed method, an ideal greening environment
can be designed and evaluated by end-users, more intuitively. The developed design system is expected to eventually result in increasing
the amount of greenery in the urban environment.
Keywords. Visible greenery ratio; image processing; automatic
measurement tool; augmented reality.

1. Introduction
To reduce carbon footprint and urban heat island, and to improve the quality
of urban landscape, greening has been promoted to improve architectural and
urban environments. Quantification of greenery, such as green coverage ratio
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and visible greenery ratio, is an important index for stakeholders to quantify
the state of greening, to motivate increasing the greening, and to simulate
amount of required greenery in the design process (Aoki, 1987). Specifically, due to technological developments and the diffusion of green walls, visible greenery ratio has been drawing more attention than before (Almazan et
al, 2012). Aoki (1987) showed that the perceived impression of greenery
largely changes when the ratio of visible greenery at a static viewpoint exceeds 25%. He also reported that when visible greenery ratio is almost 50%,
most people feel that the amount of greenery is satisfactory.
Visible greenery ratio is as an index that provides end-users with a metric
to intuitively grasp the situation of greening. Some measurement methods of
visible greenery ratio have been proposed (such as, Osaka Prefecture, 2013;
Li et al, 2015). One of the conventional measurement techniques is to measure the greenery percentage per each viewpoints using image processing
software applications. In this technique, after taking photographs in representative viewpoints, the natural green areas in the images are manually selected and masked using a software application such as Adobe Photoshop.
However, this process is time consuming and shows large variation in working time for different images. In addition, this measurement technique is
suitable only for measurements at static viewpoints and is not practical for
dynamic viewpoints, such as gathering continuous data of visible greenery
while walking or running. This research proposes a method to automatically
calculate the amount of visible greenery ratio with a higher precision comparing to the previous research due to its ability to exclude some unwanted
objects (such as reflection of trees on the windows).
Additionally, this research provides visible greenery calculation method
for Augmented Reality (AR) scenes. AR integrates 3-D virtual objects into a
3-D real environment in real time (Milgram and Kishino, 1994). There are
several studies of AR applications in architectural and urban areas (Wang
and Schnabel, 2010). Many current works have focused on adding virtual
objects, such as new buildings, to the real environment scene (for example,
Watanabe, 2011; Schubert et al, 2015). Although the application of image
processing techniques, was presented in the tree identification field (Kumar,
et al, 2012), visible greenery ratio which is calculated and displayed on AR
have not been presented yet.
Ding et al (2015) developed an automated measurement system using
Gaussian blur, Hue filtering (Hf) and Saturation filtering (Sf) functions based
on image processing technology, as the basic step. Through the verification
experiment using landscape photos, the range of hue and saturation values of
general landscape images after applying Gaussian blur filter were identified.
The values of H = (40, 180) and S = (0.2, 1.0) have been identified as opti-
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mum ranges for general landscape images. However, in the previous research, some unwanted objects (especially the windows that are not target
for visible greenery calculation) were also extracted. On the other hand,
trunks, branches and soil of trees that are targets for visible greenery ratio
could not be extracted.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to develop an advanced automated visible greenery ratio measurement system which can exclude some
unwanted object types (i.e., windows) from the calculation and can work for
dynamic viewpoints based on image processing technology. In addition to
measuring the current ratio of greenery, this system can visualize possible
future changes in visible greenery by adding planting (landscape) design
models in an augmented environment.
2. Proposed method
Our proposed method aims to overcome the limitations of the previous
methods (Ding et al, 2015) for automatic measurement of visible greenery
ratio by extracting natural green pixels in the landscape images. In this
study, an algorithm with four steps is developed: (1) input target images; (2)
Gaussian blur, mean shift, hue and saturation filtering; (3) calculate the
number of pixels extracted by filtering; and (4) calculate visible greenery ratio using OpenCV (ver. 2.3). Additionally, the same algorithm is utilized for
the calculation of the visible greenery in an AR model. For that, possible future changes of greenery is visualized in an AR environment by adding
planting design models which are imported to AR system using ARToolKit
(ver. 2.72.1). The details of steps (2) to (4) are described in the following
subsections.
The difference between this method and other similar research, such as
the previous study (Ding et al, 2015), is to apply area segmentation technique using Mean shift method (Fukunaga et al, 1975) for identifying unwanted objects (such as windows), and to apply AR technology to study future changes in visible greenery by adding vegetation models. Figure 1
shows an overview of the proposed method. The process flow shown in the
centre of the figure is the same for calculating the greenery ratio for both actual greenery assessment scenario (left hand side of Figure 1) and AR design
study scenario (right hand side of Figure 1).
2.1. GAUSSIAN BLUR, MEAN SHIFT, HUE AND SATURATION FILTERING
In the captured images, variation in brightness values is generally found.
However, after applying filters, many regions cannot be removed and remain
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as noise. To reduce such noise, it is necessary to smooth the brightness values of the image. Therefore, processing by a smoothing filter is required. In
the previous research (Ding et al, 2015), compared to simple averaging filter,
Gaussian blur filter (Gf) was proved to be more effective.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed system (AR scenario)

Then, some unwanted objects (especially the windows that are not target
for visible greenery calculation) should be excluded. Therefore, this research
proposes using clustering techniques to identify and remove such objects for
the calculation. Mean shift (Mf) algorithm (Fukunaga et al, 1975) is used to
segment the image into some regions based on density of image data. This
filter is a non-parametric feature-space analysis technique for locating the
maxima of a density function, a so-called mode-seeking algorithm (Cheng,
1995), and is expected to divide the regions more naturally. To implement
Mf by using the cvPyrMeanShiftFiltering function in OpenCV, three important parameters have to be studied: sp (spatial window radius), sr (colour
window radius), and termcrit (termination criteria: when to stop mean shift
iterations).
Next, filtering using H values (Hf) is performed. In the Hf process, first,
the input image is converted from the RGB colour system to the HSV colour
system by using cvCvtColor function in OpenCV. Then, the H value of each
pixel in the image is extracted by cvGet2D function. Threshold for the green
component by the H value in the extracted pixel is defined. H value ranges
between 0 and 360 (H = (0,360)). In the previous research (Ding et al, 2015),
the value of H = (40, 180) has been identified as an optimum range for general landscape images.
Finally, in the pixels obtained by Hf, filtering using S values is performed. In the Saturation filtering (Sf), as well as the Hf, the S value of each
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pixel in the image is extracted by cvGet2D function. The whole range of S
values is S = (0, 1). In our previous research, the value of S = (0.2, 1.0) has
been identified as an optimum range for general landscape images.
2.2. CALCULATION OF NUMBER OF PIXELS EXTRACTED BY FILTERING
For all the pixels extracted in Section 2.1, the contour of the green areas is
extracted from the image by using the cvFindContours function. The pixels
internal to the extracted contour are filled with red.
2.3. CALCULATION OF VISIBLE GREENERY RATIO
For all the extracted contours generated in Section 2.1, the area of the contours is calculated using the cvContourArea function. By dividing the extracted area by the whole area of the image, the visible greenery ratio is calculated.
2.4. IMPLEMENTATION IN AUGMENTED REALITY
The developed algorithm from Section 2.1 to 2.3 is imported to the AR system by using ARToolKit. There are several methods for the registration of
the live video images and 3D virtual objects. In this study, a vision based
registration technique by using an artificial marker of ARToolKit was applied (Yabuki et al, 2011). In our proposed system, the user create 3D planting models together with architecture and urban design models by using
BIM (Building Information Modelling) or 3DCG software, exports 3D model with texture by VRML (Virtual Reality Modelling Language) format, and
imports the 3D model with texture to the AR system for display.
3. Verification case study 1: visible greenery ratio measurement algorithm
3.1. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION
The developed automated measurement system has been verified for two
landscape locations with natural greens, buildings and roads. The images
were shot in November 16th, 2015 in the Suita campus of Osaka University
in a sunny weather condition. The camera for the experiment was NIKON
D5200 (focal distance: 24mm). A standard PC with 3.20 GHz of CPU (Intel® Core™ i5 Processor), 8.00GB of RAM, running Microsoft Windows
8.1 was used for the experiment.
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TABLE 1. Comparison between the previous method (Ding et al, 2015) and proposal method
Case 1
Previous method

Case 2

Proposal method

Previous method

Proposal method

Original image

Gf (previous);
Gf and Mf (proposal)

IMG1: Ideal result
made by Photoshop
(Green: Natural green)
Pixel numbers of Green (G)

361481 pixels

151290 pixels

Total pixels of image (T)
Visible Greenery Ratio
(G/T*100)

960000 pixels

960000 pixels

37.7%

15.8%

IMG2: Result by the automated measurement system
(Red: detection of natural
green)
Pixel numbers of Red (R)

343492 pixels

354438 pixels

157355 pixels

140216 pixels

Pixel numbers of Yellow (Y)

308767 pixels

337133 pixels

130058 pixels

129566 pixels

Accuracy rate (Y/G*100)

85.4 %

93.3 %

86.0 %

85.6 %

Not extracted area
(Green in IMG3)

52714 pixels

24348 pixels

21232 pixels

21724 pixels

Extracted area by mistake
(Red in IMG3)

34725 pixels

17305 pixels

27297 pixels

10650 pixels

Pixel numbers of inaccuracy
area (I = Green + Red in
IMG3)

87439 pixels

41653 pixels

48529 pixels

32374 pixels

Inaccuracy rate (I/G*100)

24.2 %

11.5 %

32.1 %

21.4 %

Composite image (IMG3)
between IMG1 and IMG2
(Yellow: Correct solution)

In the experiment, the visible greenery ratio was calculated both by the
previous method (Ding et al, 2015) and the proposed method. In the preprocessing step, by using a conventional measurement technique, Adobe
Photoshop was used to extract the natural green area manually (as reference
pixels) to verify the developed system (Table 1: IMG1). Then, detected areas
of natural green pixels using Gf, H and S filters (the previous method) were
extracted, and natural green pixels by Gf, Mf, H and S (the proposed method)
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were extracted (Table 1: IMG2). Next, a composite image which combined
IMG1 and IMG2 of each method was created. The yellow areas of IMG3 in
Table 1 shows correct extracted pixels. Finally, the accuracy rate was obtained by dividing the correct extracted pixels by the reference pixels. The
Not extracted area in Table 1 was obtained by subtracting correctly extracted pixels from the reference pixels. The Extracted area by mistake in Table
1 was obtained by subtracting correctly extracted pixels from the detection
of natural green pixels. Inaccuracy rate was obtained by adding Not extracted area pixels and Extracted area by mistake pixels, and dividing the pixels
by the reference pixels.
3.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are shown in Table 1. The accuracy rates of two images in the
proposed method were 93.3% and 85.6%. Both rates show higher score than
the average 85% achieved by the previous method.
The accuracy rate in Case 1 was 7.9% higher than that of previous method. In the proposed method, less unwanted objects such as windows that are
not a target for visible greenery calculation were extracted. The inaccuracy
rate in Case 1 was 11.5%, and 12.7% lower than that of previous method.
The accuracy rate in Case 2 was 0.4% lower than that of previous method. However, the pixels located at the edge of some trees were not extracted
well. One reason was that the trees were bamboo, which has thin branches
and leaves. The other reason was that the colours of natural green edge pixels were changed from green after blending with sky. The inaccuracy rate in
Case 2 was 21.4%, and 10.7% lower than that of the previous method.
Considering the overall performance, the proposed automated measurement system using Gaussian blur, mean shift, hue and saturation filtering
function system was proved as a better system than the previous one.
4. Verification case study 2: studying future changes in visible greenery
by adding planting models in an augmented environment
4.1. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION
To verify the applicability of the proposed AR system with visible greenery
ratio measurement algorithm, a verification experiment was conducted near
an existing building. Both the Science and Engineering Library building and
TechnoAlliance Complex building of Osaka University Suita Campus were
selected for the experiment. The experiment was carried out at the end of
November 2015 in a sunny weather condition (see Figure 2).
The procedure for the verification is presented in the following steps:
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1) Data preparation: 3D shapes of the building and a tree were modelled by
Trimble SketchUP. The position of the AR marker was defined in the
model based on its real position (see Figure 2). Then, 3D geometries and
textures were converted to the AR system via VRML format. Then, the
horizontally flat and open space in front of the building was selected as a
viewpoint field. The marker was installed at the open space.
2) Implementation: Initializing the AR system including the library and tree
contents was confirmed. Then, the display of AR was carried out. Visible greenery ratios of both the present landscape and the proposed landscape by adding the tree were calculated.

Figure 2. Left: 3D modelling for AR (In case of the Science and Engineering Library building), Right: Experimental photo (In case of TechnoAlliance Complex building)
TABLE 2. Comparison between present landscape and proposed landscape using AR
The Science and Engineering Library building
Present Landscape
Proposed Landscape using AR

Original image

Result by the automated
measurement system (Red:
detection of natural green)

Extracted pixels (G)
Total pixels of image (T)
Visible Greenery Ratio
(G/T*100)

80205.5 pixels

288329 pixels
806400 pixels

9.9%

35.8%
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4.2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This experiment confirmed that studying future changes in the visible greenery ratio by adding planting models in an augmented environment was possible. As shown in Table 2, after adding the tree model, the visible greenery
ratio is increased from 9.9% to 35.8%. Also, as shown in Table 3, the visible
greenery ratio is increased from 15.1% to 25.4%. Using the proposed method, an ideal greening environment can be de-signed and evaluated by endusers, more intuitively.
TABLE 3. Comparison between present landscape and proposed landscape using AR
TechnoAlliance Complex building
Present Landscape
Proposed Landscape using AR

Original image

Result by the automated
measurement system (Red:
detection of natural green)

Extracted pixels (G)
Total pixels of image (T)
Visible Greenery Ratio
(G/T*100)

76520 pixels

128123 pixels
505120 pixels

15.1%

25.4%

5. Conclusions
In this research an automated measurement system based on image processing technology for efficient visible greenery ratio measurement to be
used for real environments and also for an AR environment was presented.
The research contribution was to propose a new approach by utilizing Gaussian blur, mean shift, hue and saturation filtering functions as opposed to using only Gaussian blur, hue and saturation filtering functions in the previous
studies. As a result, comparing to the previous method, higher accuracy rates
and lower inaccuracy rates were achieved. Although using clustering techniques excludes many unwanted objects from the calculation, some window
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types such as car windows still cannot be excluded. Investigating about new
algorithms to remove such objects is considered a future work of this research.
Furthermore, this system can visualize possible future changes in visible
greenery by adding planting design models (e.g., trees) in an AR environment. As a result, after adding the trees to the AR scene, the visible greenery
ratio was increased. Using the proposed method, an ideal greening environment can be designed and evaluated by professionals and end-users, more
intuitively. The developed design system will eventually lead to increasing
the amount of greenery in the urban environment.
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